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Author, inspiring speaker, Olympic parent, Kelly's on a mission to change the world

one conversation at a time. She is a relatable storyteller who weaves her years as a

parent, corporate trainer, world traveler, and college instructor into dynamic

interactive presentations on leadership, resilience, and connecting to our purpose.

Kelly was one of the two person top ranked presentation team for The Women's

Conference at the America's largest seminar company.  She has also spoken across the

country to top companies like Barclays, EY Verizon, and Prudential as well as major

schools and organizations including Columbia University, the U.S. State Department,

and Team USA Olympics. Kelly is an excellent rapport builder who understands the

multitude of challenges women encounter today and quickly gets participates to

collaborate ideas as a supportive community. From her book PARENT UP, Kelly

shares the habits that develop confidence and effective communication skills that

connect us to what we want.  Whether Kelly is speaking as a keynote or leading groups

at a conference, whether she's presenting in the boardroom, classroom or at a

weekend retreat her passion is evident and she leaves the audience wanting more for

themselves and the people in their lives.   

"Kelly shares relatable personal experiences in Parent Up.

It's no wonder her oldest son, Adam, achieved his Olympic

dream and is a beloved sports figure."

                          Kristi Yamaguchi, Olympic champion                                   

 

"The executives that joined us had the most glowing praise

for Kelly. She is a very powerful and engaging storyteller."    

                            Barclays US

About kelly 

Kelly's been featured on national mediaKelly's been featured on national mediaKelly's been featured on national media   

 "Kelly shared personal stories that everyone connected

with.  Her breakout session was the highest attended."

                   Misericordia University icordia Univeilt rsity

Identifying our purpose & feeling connected 
Maximizing your assets: reaching a Work life balance & feeling fulfilled 
The art of Persuasion: communication that gets buy in from toddlers to tough guys
Conflict resolution: Why we get angry & How to say no without guilt
Leadership: Knowing when to follow &  Trust others to lead

TopicsTopics tailored to your event tailored to your event              Examples of popular topicsExamples of popular topics  

https://www.instagram.com/krippon/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCek_CU-d2Wuu7OqAaqTA9rQ/featured
https://www.kellyrippon.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Parent-Up-Inspire-Child-Their/dp/1728222354
https://www.linkedin.com/in/krippon/

